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Welcome
On behalf of the Program Committee, it is with
great pleasure that we welcome you to the 39th
Annual Guelph Sexuality Conference. This year,
we explore the many complex attributes of our
theme: Pain. When we chose last year’s theme
of Pleasure, it was with the awareness of the
complicated and multifaceted nature of such a
word. If the span of conference presentations,
research bursts and briefs, and plenaries are
any indication, then this year’s theme of Pain
may be even more evocative.
Pain has inspired and accompanied art, social
justice movements, political strife, educational
shifts, poetry, critique, growth, beginnings
and ends, intense pleasures, and more. This
year we are featuring streams focused on
sexual functioning, BDSM, relationships, and,
as always, sexuality education. Our topics
of learning and research span even further,
including decolonization, cultural influences
on sexuality, sexuality and mental health, and
consensual non-monogamy. Truly, this year’s
innovative proposals illustrate how broad and
important the study of pain can be.
This year, we are especially proud to present:
• Our three plenary speakers: Rahim Thawer,
Ignacio Rivera, and Karen Blair. Across the
presentations we will explore essential topics
such as the lifespan implications of childhood
sexual abuse, the biases and discoveries
of research on pelvic pain, and notions of
masculinity, sexuality, and shame.
• Our featured STI Clinical Update speakers,
Tory Grennan, Joy Brown & Jennifer Keeler,
and panel members Michelle Fraser, Rae
Dolman and Jackie Gerlach will explore
managing diseases and the role of the
health care provider in providing services
to individuals with HPV associated anal
disease, dyspareunia and human trafficking.
• Our lunch time poster session has
transformed into our Friday afternoon
Research Bursts, offering an exciting

opportunity to connect around the newest,
brightest research and programs.
• For the first time, we are introducing a
“Lunch & Learn” on Friday, on the topic
of Addressing Issues of Shame and
Perfectionism in the Sex-Positive Community
with Cathy Vartuli and Liz Powell.
• Our first-ever BDSM Exploratorium on Friday
is where you can learn about kink and S&M,
hands-on or by watching!
• Our new Reflection Space in the main
concourse is perfect for those who need
quiet time to pray, chest feed, or simply
catch your breath.
While we love doing such groundbreaking
things, your favourite aspects of the Guelph
Sexuality conference are still here!
• Our restrooms are for all genders.
• Our name tags feature the option to list our
pronouns – please continue to make the most
of this opportunity to demonstrate our respect
for each other.
• Our Thursday socials: One for students and
one for those new to Guelph or seeking new
connection. We also host our 2nd annual
BIPOC networking dinner! All of these
Thursday evening events are followed by the
now infamous Thursday Night Social at the
NV Lounge!
And if you think all of this exciting, just imagine
what we have planned for our big 40th
anniversary conference next year, on
June 14 and 15, 2018!
Thank you for joining us this year. We
couldn’t be more thrilled to see so many
of you attending, presenting, discussing,
networking, exploring, and demonstrating
our shared commitment to the very best in
on-going professional development in the
areas of sexuality, gender, relationships,
and intersectionality.
Sincerely, Robin, Ruthie & BK
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The Guelph Sexuality Conference provides opportunities to share information, research, skills, experiences,
programming, and strategies that includes an anti-oppression framework that fosters health and wellness and resists
shame. The conference, at its core, sprung from the need to support self-determination and liberation in the face of the
use of sexuality to control others and the resulting detriments to health and well-being.
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The Planning Committee of the Guelph Sexuality Conference has adopted the following values in an ongoing effort to
address oppression complexities in the context of sexuality. We recognize that these values are aspirational; they challenge
us to continually strive for greater awareness of power, privilege and exclusion, and to take accountable action accordingly.
To achieve these ends the Conference Planning Committee is committed to continuous learning and to putting knowledge
and understanding into practice. We are committed to examining and improving upon all conference practices, policies
and protocols on an ongoing basis with these values as our guide.
Rigor
We strive to be a forum for the exchange of information,
research, and skills which are insightful, relevant, and
evidence-based. We recognize various forms of knowledge
including our own experiences.

giving voice to those who are underprivileged and invisible.
We strive to address structural barriers to self-determination
and accessing knowledge related to sexuality. We strive to
create a conference culture of opportunity and belonging.

Whole Selfhood
We recognize that histories, communities, values, and lived
experiences impact the way we think, feel, contribute to,
and experience the conference. We support everyone in
engaging their whole selves while respecting that this may
not always be possible.

Empowerment
We aim to foster and develop strategies to overcome these
barriers. We strive to recognize that people are vulnerable
when they lack information, lack power, are dependent on
those who have power over them, or are socially isolated.
We seek to co-create and support opportunities to address
these vulnerabilities.

Respect
We respect the diversity of sexualities, genders,
experiences, and relationships. We believe in selfdetermination and support individual choice within all
realms of sexuality. Similarly, we strive to recognize our
complex responsibilities regarding concepts such as
consent, systemic awareness, and nonviolence.

Sex-Positivity
We strive to celebrate the potential of sexuality to foster
health and wellness through a sex-positive approach,
and to address sexuality from holistic and strengthsbased perspective that resist and redress shame. We
simultaneously acknowledge that not all experiences of
sexuality are positive.

Intersectionality and Diversity
We recognize that individuals are complex and
acknowledge the importance of intersectionality of
experience. We aim to redress inequities related to
sexualities and bodies which are privileged and visible by

Courage and Innovation
We aim to ask challenging questions from multiple social
and cultural perspectives with the goal of creating positive
social change. We challenge ourselves to give voice to
issues that are censored, hidden, painful and taboo.

Our Values
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PRECONFERENCE
WORKSHOP

Wednesday
June 21, 2017

1:30 pm – 4:30 pm

University of Guelph Campus
Rozanski Hall
Room 105

Trans HRT,
Surgeries, &
Intimacy
Deanna Clatworthy, ARCH

Attendees will receive foundational updates on trans health concepts and language,
and then move quickly to intermediate and advanced knowledge for all healthcare
providers, loved ones, and others interested in sexual health and intimacy information
on this demographic. Vital information will be be provided for both trans masculine and
trans feminine individuals on: Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT), challenges in
finding healthcare for trans community members, gatekeepers, and surgical updates.
Surgical content will include masculinizing and feminizing surgeries, the current gender
affirming surgical referral process in Ontario, how and where to access surgeries, and
detailed information on various types of surgeries including essential complications
and considerations. This training will also address physical and emotional aspects of
sexual intimacy, regardless of whether or which gender affirming medical treatments
have occurred. Outreach approaches, affirming sexual techniques, prosthetics, safety
negotiation and considerations, and more will be explained and discussed.

DEANNA CLATWORTHY is a nurse, public speaker and educator.
Deanna is the clinic coordinator and nurse at ARCH Clinic in Guelph which cares for
individuals who are HIV+ and/or individuals who identify as transgender. Deanna is
a nursing graduate of Conestoga College and an Addictions Counsellor graduate of
McMaster University. She enjoys teaching and presenting on topics regarding HIV/AIDS,
Reducing Stigma in Healthcare, Creating Inclusive Spaces and Transgender Health.
Deanna is passionate about healthcare and as a lifelong learner, she is currently enrolled in
the BScN degree program at McMaster. She is a member of the Board of Directors for the
Registered Practical Nursing Association of Ontario (RPNAO) and represents Region 2.

STI Clinical Update
AND MORE!
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SCHEDULE >

Thursday
June 22, 2017

7:45 am – 4:30 pm

7:45 am

Registration, Networking, Hospitality

8:45 am

Welcome

9:00 am

Opening Plenary
Shame: The Imprint and Residue of Psychological Pain
RAHIM THAWER

10:45 am

STI STREAM:
Anal Cancer in MSM: Screening, Treatment and the Role of HPV
TROY GRENNAN
(Session A-1) Room 103

12:15 pm

Lunch Presentation:
Human Trafficking from a Service Provider’s Perspective
Human Trafficking is coercing, deceiving, or forcing a person into sex acts for
money. Who is at risk? What are the possible signs? What can you do? 93% of
Canadian Trafficking Victims come from Canada. Joy Brown, Constable from
Peel Regional Police and Jennifer Keeler, Nurse Practitioner from Chantel’s
Place, Trillium Health Partners are two members of the Peel Human Trafficking
Service Providers Committee. They will share their expertise with Human
trafficking, and the critical role health care service providers have when
exposed to the individuals impacted by trafficking.
JOY BROWN AND JENNIFER KEELER
Thornbrough Atrium (ticket required)

1:45 pm

PANEL PRESENTATION: The Diagnosis and Management of Painful Sex
The medical term for painful intercourse is dyspareunia - defined as persistent
or recurrent genital pain that occurs just before, during or after intercourse.
Painful intercourse can occur for a variety of reasons — ranging from structural
problems to psychological concerns. A panel discussion including a nurse
practitioner, sex therapist, and pelvic floor physiotherapist will review underlying
causes and management strategies.
MICHELLE FRASER, RAE DOLMAN, JACKIE GERLACH
(Session B-1) Room 103

3:15 pm

Plenary Presentation: The Journey from Sexual Abuse to Sexual Freedom
IGNACIO RIVERA Room 103

University of Guelph Campus
Rozanski Hall
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OPENING
PLENARY

SHAME:
The Imprint
and Residue of
Psychological Pain
Rahim Thawer

Thursday
June 22, 2017

9:00 am – 10:30 am
Room 103

Many gay men feel bad about who they are and what they desire. Even after we “come
out”, past negative experiences have already left their imprint. There is a residue from
internalized messages about what it means to be a gay man in a straight world. As a gay
racialized man and a clinical social worker, I feel compelled to consider how systems of
homophobia and racism have manifested themselves as chronic shame in my life—and
by extension, my clients’ lives. I am regularly thinking about what shame looks like when
it shows up, where it originated, and reflecting on how to manage or unlearn it. This
engaging talk will take an exploratory approach to examine how shame interferes with
gay men’s execution of desire, shapes the motivation for partner-seeking, and reinforces
HIV stigma in our communities.

RAHIM THAWER
Rahim Thawer is a registered social worker who works as a consultant and clinical counselor on
a family health team and in private practice. He operates from a harm reduction, sex positive,
anti-oppressive and trauma-informed approach providing mental health counselling in queer,
trans and HIV-affected communities around issues of anxiety, depression, trauma, body image
and problem substance use. Rahim has been a post-secondary instructor across two Ontario
colleges and has developed curriculum in the area of addiction and mental health. Rahim is also
a writer and and co-editor of a local history anthology published by Coach House Books, entitled
Any Other Way: How Toronto Got Queer. He is the co-founder of Ismaili Queers: Advocates for
Pluralism and volunteers on the organizing board of Salaam Canada: Queer Muslim Community.

SPECIAL
PRESENTATION

Anal Cancer in
MSM: Screening,
Treatment and the
Role of HPV
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Troy Grennan
Thursday
June 22, 2017

10:45 am – 12:00 pm

Human papillomavirus (HPV) is responsible for over 80% of anal cancers, and men
who have sex with men (MSM) are at much higher risk of anal cancer than the general
population. Those living with HIV are at even higher risk, with rates in HIV-positive MSM
about 50-100 times higher than that of the general population. This presentation will
provide an evidence-based overview of anal cancer screening, as well as the overall
management of HPV-associated anal disease in MSM.

Room 103

TROY GRENNAN
Dr. Troy Grennan is the Physician Lead for the Provincial HIV/STI Program at the BC Centre for
Disease Control. Prior to his arrival in BC, he completed training in internal medicine, infectious
diseases and medical microbiology, graduate work in clinical epidemiology and a postdoctoral
research fellowship at McMaster University and the University of Toronto. Dr. Grennan’s clinical
and research interests focus on HIV, STIs, and HPV-associated disease, with a focus on men who
have sex with men (MSM). He is currently a co-principal investigator on a large, CIHR-funded
team grant examining the management of HPV in MSM, and also works in the anal dysplasia
clinic at St Paul’s Hospital.
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Thursday, June 22, 2017

7:45 am
8:45 am
9:00 am

Registration, Networking & Hospitality
Conference Welcome

10:30 am
10:45 am
A-1
A-2

Break
Concurrent Sessions Block A
STI Stream: Anal Cancer in MSM: Screening, Treatment and the Role of HPV, TROY GRENNAN
Increasing Capacity to Deliver Accessible, Sex and Disability Positive Sexual Health Education
JENNIFER PATERSON, NANCY MCALARY
Hurts So Good: How Pain Disorders Can Affect Sexuality
KIRSTEN SCHULTZ, ANDREA RENAE, ROSE SMITH
Hooking-Up and Plugging-In: Gay Shame, Gamified Surveillance, and Online Discrimination
ADAM DAVIES
Trauma Informed Facilitation: A Skill Building Workshop, JANINE COTE
Program Briefs, DANE GRIFFITHS, NATALIE JACOX, SOPHIE BOURQUE
Symposium: Consensual Non-monogamy, ALICIA RUBEL, JESSICA WOOD, TYLER BURLEIGH

A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
12:00 pm
1:45 pm
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
3:00 pm
3:15 pm 	

Opening Plenary
Shame: The Imprint and Residue of Psychological Pain by Rahim Thawer

Lunch Presentation: Human Trafficking from a Service Provider
Perspective by Joy Brown, Jennifer Keeler OR LUNCH ON YOUR OWN

Concurrent Sessions Block B
STI Stream: PANEL PRESENTATION: The Diagnosis and Management of Painful Sex
RAE DOLMAN, JACKIE GERLACH, MICHELLE FRASER
Principles from Policy to Practice: Having a Sexual Health Philosophy and Guiding Principles
Policy to Inform Quality Sexual Health Service, LEIGH MOUCK, ADINNE SCHWARTZ
Facing the Monster Under the Bed: A Conversation about Sex and Depression
JOELLEN NOTTE, STEPHEN BIGGS
Encouraging Pleasure, Ending Assault: Utilizing Pleasure Positive Education to Reduce Sexual
Misconduct and Increase Healthy Relationships on College Campuses, REID MIHALKO
Decolonizing our Pain, ZELAIKA HEPWORTH CLARKE
“Ow” is Not a Safeword: Chronic Pain and Consensual Sadomasochis, ASH SAMUELSSON
Symposium: Examining Sexual Desire: Current Research in Three Context
STEPHANIE MONTGOMERY-GRAHAM, TAYLOR KAHUT
Break

Plenary Session
The Journey from Sexual Abuse to Sexual Freedom by Ignacio Rivera

Social Events @ the NV Lounge
6:00 pm

BIPOC Mixer and Networking Dinner

6:00 pm

Student Networking

7:00 pm

$10 Social

RM 103
RM 102
RM 106
RM 107
RM 105
RM 108
RM 109
Thornbrough
Atrium
RM 103
RM 102
RM 106
RM 105
RM 107
RM 108
RM 109

Friday, June 23, 2017
8:00 am
8:45 am
9:00 am
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
10:15 am
10:30 am
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
11:45 am

1:15 pm
E-1
E-2
E-3
E-4
E-5
2:30 pm
2:45 pm
4:15 pm

Registration, Networking & Hospitality
Opening Remarks in Concourse
Concurrent Sessions Block C
Pain in the Pelvis: My Experience Working with Women who have Chronic Pelvic Pain (CPP) RAE DOLMAN
Wrap(ping) It Up! A How-To Guide for Developing Youth-Engaged Condom Interventions
JILLIAN SCHWANDT, SCOTT BORYS, NATALYA MASON
The Most Significant News in the History of HIV Prevention: Undetectable = Untransmittable
CAMILLE ARKELL
The Ripple Effect - Healing the Pain of Intimate Partners of Sexual Trauma Survivors and
Persons Who Have Offended Sexually, LESLIE WAYE
Indigenizing Sexual Health and Decolonizing our Practice, RJ JONES
From Grief to Acceptance: Supporting Families of LGBTQ Children and Youth, JANINE COTE
Research Brief #1: Sexual Attitudes and Behaviours, VARIOUS
Break
Concurrent Sessions Block D
Teaching “Sex-Ed” Beyond the Basic, ANI COLEKESSIAN, FRÉDÉRIQUE CHABOT, MAKEDA ZOOK
Trauma, Sex, and Substance Use: The Function of Disconnection, MARLEE RUBE
“Be mine” - Dimensions of Coercion and Control in Mononormative Culture, LIZ POWELL, ANGIE GUNN
BDSM Exploratorium, HEATHER ELIZABETH
Being Queer and Armed: Traumas in the Canadian Military, TARIK KADRI
Research Brief #2: Sexual Health, VARIOUS

Lunch Presentation: Addressing Issues of Shame and
Perfectionism in the Sex-Positive Community: Creating a Culture that
Enhances Intimacy, Growth and Community by Cathy Vartuli, Liz Powell
OR LUNCH ON YOUR OWN

Concurrent Sessions Block E
Pain and the Pelvic Floor: A Physiotherapist’s Perspective, MICHELLE FRASER
Sex in Color: Anti-Racist Sexual Health Education, ARIANE WYLIE, ROSY DOUGÉ-CHARLES
BDSM Exploratorium, HEATHER ELIZABETH
Growing Pains: What Transition Can Teach us About Gender, Identity and Dating, JASPER SMITH
Research Bursts, VARIOUS
Break

Research Plenary
The Pain of Studying Love by Karen Blair
Join us for a good-bye treat.
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RM 103
RM 102
RM 105
RM 107
RM 108
RM 109
RM 106
RM 102
RM 106
RM 105
RM 107
RM 108
RM 109
RM 102

RM 108
RM 105
RM 107
RM 106
RM 109
RM 103

Schedule
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The Journey from Sexual
Abuse to Sexual Freedom
Ignacio Rivera

PLENARY

Thursday
June 22, 2017

3:15 pm – 4:30 pm
Room 103

As an out survivor of CSA and sexual
violence, Ignacio grappled with sex(uality)
all their life. Most of all, they tried to
understand why they didn’t understand sex
until they were much older. Unfortunately,
Ignacio’s story is not unique. In our current
system most of us form our sexuality in
secret. It is in this culture of silence that
sexual abuse is nurtured. Reframing the
solution through a lens of comprehensive,
intersectional sex(uality) education and
open celebration of sexuality shifts the role
of power, is preventative and can be used
as a healing tool for survivors. Join Ignacio
Rivera in their talk, as they share stories,
create dialogue, and encourage intentional,
proactive sex positivity for survivors of
sexual abuse. Come witness and share
collective hopes, impacts, resources and
sexual health skills as we speak truths,
uncover secrets, undo shame and realize
our desires in spite of abuse.

IGNACIO RIVERA
Ignacio Rivera is a Queer, Trans, Two-Spirit, Black Boricua Taíno who prefers the genderneutral pronoun “they.” Ignacio has spoken at home and abroad on LGBTQI issues,
anti-oppression, anti-violence, sexual liberation and more. Ignacio’s work has manifested
itself through skits, one-person shows, poetry, lectures, workshops and experimental
film. Ignacio is the founder of Poly Patao Productions and the founder and director of The
HEAL Project.

RESEARCH
PLENARY

Friday
June 23, 2017

2:45 pm — 4:15 pm
Room 103

The Pain of Studying 11
Love: Familial Rejection
to Mass Murder, Lessons
from a Decade Of LGBTQ
Relationships Research
Karen Blair

Dr. Karen Blair is an Assistant Professor of Psychology at St. Francis Xavier University and
Adjunct Professor of Psychology at Acadia University. Dr. Blair’s research focuses on the social
determinants of health throughout the lifespan within the context of social relationships. Drawing
upon the intersections between social, LGBTQ2S, feminist, and health psychology, Dr. Blair’s
research focuses on questions related to how individuals and their social relationships falter or
thrive within their broader social networks of friends, family, and society at large. Current research
projects include exploring the processes of evaluating other people’s relationships and deciding
whether to disclose disapproving opinions; examining public displays of affection and their link to
relational and health outcomes; and studying various forms of prejudice that influence the day-today lives of LGBTQ individuals, including reactions to same-sex public displays of affection and
femmephobia. You can learn more about Dr. Blair at www.KLBResearch.com.

KAREN BLAIR
I arrived at the University of Guelph in 1999 determined to study the causes of violent
crime. Four years later, I made a U-turn and decided that I wanted to devote my career
to studying ‘happier’ aspects of the human condition. I moved my focus from violence
and crime to relationships and social support. Despite this conscious attempt to steer my
research in a more positive direction, my areas of inquiry have consistently led me back to
the study of pain and human suffering. In this talk, I will share with you the many ways that
studying and understanding pain have contributed to the development of greater insight
into our resiliency, strength, and unwavering appetite for closer human connections.
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FEATURED
PRESENTATION

Friday
June 23, 2017

BDMS
Exploratorium
Chat and Play Exploratorium

This interactive, educational space exists for you to ask about kink, and maybe try a little
something out too! Familiar face Heather Elizabeth and a group of volunteers from the
various communities of Southwestern Ontario will be on hand to answer questions, give
pointer lessons or provide a taste test at one of our sample stations.

Play Samples include:
• Bondage
• Wax

10:30 am – 11:45 am

• Impact

1:15 pm – 2:30 pm

• Electrical

D-5 Room 107
E-5 Room 107

• Sensation

Try one or try all the focus is on consensual exploring and having fun.

HEATHER ELIZABETH
Sexuality agitator. Kink and sexuality educator. Sexuality Empowerment Coach. Heather
Elizabeth is all about helping people have the conversations they need to around sexuality,
so they get down to having the sex they really want to be having. After a decade of
community-based sexual education and organizing, people remain one of Heather’s
greatest passions. Her fascination of the what, why and how of their decisions and actions
led her to open her private coaching practice. With a focus on authenticity, personal choice
and sex neutrality, she helps her clients connect with their sexual selves by overcoming
their shame, judgment, and fear. Find out more about what Heather does plus grab links to
her blogs, and YouTube by visiting HeatherElizabeth.ca or follow @misshc on Twitter.
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THURSDAY
EVENING
SOCIAL
EVENTS
Don’t just rush home
after the conference.
Join us for our social
events!
All social events are being
held at the:

The Social 7:00 pm

The NV Lounge make an amazing selection of appetizers
(which will be free) and there will be enough to count as a
light dinner.
Tickets $10.00 (This event was sold out last year!)

Student Networking 6:00 pm

If you have registered as a student ask at the registration desk for your free
ticket to the student networking event.

BIPOC Mixer and Networking Dinner 6:00 pm

NV Lounge
16 Wyndham St N.
Guelph, ON
www.nvkitchenbar.ca

Calling all BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People of Colour) students and
emerging professionals, as well as established BIPOC and allied
professionals in the fields of sexual health, therapy, and outreach! The
BIPOC Mixer and Networking Dinner precede our annual evening social
event, both of which will take place at NV Lounge. Attendees will include
conference plenary speakers, presenters, board members and others
that are eager to network and build community with BIPOC students and
emerging professionals.

We’ve rented out the
entire venue for Guelph
Sexuality Conference
delegates and friends.

It’s important to acknowledge the diversity of identities
within our community, creating a space by and for black,
indigenous and people of colour, to have conversations
and create connections, and recognizing the need to
support greater BIPOC opportunities in our fields.

Shuttle Transportation — Holiday Inn to NV Lounge

There will be transportation provided with pick-up from the Holiday Inn on
Scottsdale to the NV Lounge at: 5:30 pm and 6:30 pm
Returning 10:00 pm and 11:00 pm
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Colleen Comerford
MANAGER CLINICAL SERVICES - UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Student Wellness Services
Marjory Gaouette
CONTINUING EDUCATION - UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Open Learning And Educational Support
Betty Gerstein, MD
FAMILY PHYSICIAN
Toronto
Rosalyn Larochelle
CHAIR, MANAGER CLINICAL SERVICES
Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph Public Health
Robin Milhausen
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR - UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Department Of Family Relations And Applied Nutrition
Cheryl Opolko
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
Region Of Waterloo Public Health, Sexual Health & Harm Reduction Program
Jennifer Pritchard
NURSE CONSULTANT
Public Health Ontario
Connie Stevens
PROFESSOR - SHERIDAN COLLEGE
Pilon School Of Business, Davis Campus

STI Clinical Update…And More
Planning Committee
EVALUATION We are excited to have you on this journey with us, and welcome your feedback. Once
again we will be doing online evaluations (thanks for the great response rate last year!). Access the online
evaluations for each session, and for the conference overall, at

GuelphEval.ca

Guelph Sexuality Conference
Planning Committee
Thyra Calvert
MSC STUDENT (COUPLE AND FAMILY THERAPY)
Disability activist. Co-creator of Kitchener DisAbility and
Sexuality Workshop Series and ‘Between the Sheets’ sexual
health book club.
Karen B.K. Chan
PROGRAM CO CHAIR
Sexual Health Promoter, Toronto Public Health
Marjory Gaouette
MANAGER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Open Learning and Educational Support
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Robin Milhausen
PROGRAM CO CHAIR - UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Associate Professor, Department of Family Relations and
Applied Nutrition
Ruth Neustifter
PROGRAM CO CHAIR - UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Assistant Professor, Couple and Family Therapy,
Department of Family Relations and Applied Nutrition
Jessica St. Peter
PUBLIC EDUCATOR
Guelph-Wellington Women in Crisis

Betty Gerstein, MD
FAMILY PHYSICIAN
Toronto

Thomas Sasso
PHD CANDIDATE (INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY) - UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Co-Founder, Sexual and Gender Diversity Research Lab

Sarah Hufuth
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT - UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Departments of Human Health and Nutritional Science and
Biomedical Science

Rita Sethi
CHIEF NURSING OFFICER
Director, Community Health and Wellness, 		
Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph Public Health

Terry Humphreys
PROFESSOR - TRENT UNIVERSITY
Psychology Department

Rahim Thawer
MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELLOR & CONSULTANT
Queer Muslim Community Organizer, Toronto

Joan Marsman
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPIST
Private Practice, Toronto

Chris Veldoven
LGBTQ COMMUNITY DEVELOPER
Educator and Storyteller, Toronto

Alexander McKay
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Sex Information and Education Council of Canada
(SIECCAN), Managing Editor, The Canadian Journal of
Human Sexuality

Sponsors

Conference Co-sponsored by:

Artwork by
Francis Compton

Exhibitors

